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Complicated Spider Coloring Book for non-arachnophobic, grown-ups and older children. Unusual

spider designs covered with intricate patterns that will keep your hands and mind occupied for

hours.  Features: 25 Black line spiders on a black background:These take less time to complete and

the black background really makes your colors stand out.  25 Grey line spiders on a grey web

background:These take longer to finish, but you have the option of changing the line color and filling

in the background.  Each image is single sided with a dark spider web design on the reverse.

Designs include: a Dragon Spider, a Robot Spider, a Fire Spider, an Angel Spider, a Turtle Spider

and twenty more. Part of the Complicated Coloring series.
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This is a wonderful, imaginative coloring book. The spiders are intricately adorned in a variety of

patterns and each white page includes the spiderÃ¢Â€Â™s web. A fun coloring book for adults and

loved by my school aged grandsons this book quickly became a favorite at my house.This is the

perfect coloring book to spend quality family time coloring with the school aged boys in your life.

Coloring has a calming effect on children plus they use their own imagination and creativity.1. This

unique coloring book is 8 inches wide x 9 inches high, it has 25 different illustrations of intricately

adorned spiders; each illustration is printed in the book twice, one on a black background and the

same illustration on a white background with light gray lines.2. Each image is printed one per page,



the back of each page left blank.3. All markers bleed through the pages, I place a piece of paper

under the page I am coloring on to prevent damage to the next page.

I misunderstood the description of this book... I was hoping that the spiders on a black background

would have white webs that I could colour, since the cover shows a nice white web on a black

background but they are on a plain black page - the only webs are the grey ones on the WHITE

pages... and the spiders are all spread-eagled in the same traditional 'spider' posture in the middle

of the page, which leads to them all looking very much the same even though they have entirely

different decorations on them. That was a little disappointing... but if you like creepy crawlies you'll

love this book. I'm saving my copy for Halloween decorating.

If you're looking for something unique and fun to color, this could be the book for you! First of all, the

book is of a very nice quality. The concept of having two versions of each picture to color is really

neat. There's one with a black background, then the same piece is presented on a white

background in gray tones, giving you all sorts of options to color. You could use pencil and cover

over the gray lines, or go over (outline) the lines in black or any other color. So many possibilities for

some really interesting finished pieces. Second, I think spiders are cool, and I love the really varied

and unique drawings in this book. There are scary spiders, a dragon spider, even a flowery spider!

This artist has a lot to offer with these imaginative, detailed drawings!

I really like this book. It has good quality paper, although I've only used gel pens in it so far and can't

speak to marker bleed through. Since the pages are one-sided that shouldn't be an issue. There is

a lot of variety in the spiders. They range from fairly typical spiders to rather fanciful and you get a

version of each spider on both a black background and a white one. If you like spiders you should

love this book. It's a lot of fun to color.

I bought this gift for Christmas for my brother who suffered a stroke a year ago. After a long road of

therapy he is able 2 finally Write and color. This coloring book is helping with his therapy and

making him concentrate which is helping his brain activity. They are coming out beautiful and he is

very proud of his work and that he can accomplish this since it is a very difficult coloring book for

anyone but worth all the effort

The "adult" colouring book craze needs fewer flowers and more spiders. It's a fact.- There's as



much variety as there could be in a spider themed book - lots of different shapes and styles. Some

are more geometric, some are horror themed, some nature themed... they're all very different.

Obviously none are realistic species, because how fun would that be?- All pages are one-sided!

They're all black on the reverse sides. Perfect for markers or whatever you choose.- The black

pages are super quick to colour with very clear lines.- The white pages have light grey lines instead

of black,which makes your spiders super customisable.- The combination of the quick and easy

black pages and the harder white pages with more creative possibilities means the book is great for

someone who does like to mix it up.- Some areas are so tiny that it'd be hard to get at the with the

sharpest of felt tips or the most sharpened of pencils... most are not, and not all designs have tiny

areas.- All spiders are on the back of the book (like a calendar).- The pages are NOT perforated,

which I'd have preferred.I'd love to buy another similar one with different insects and such, if the

publisher is taking note ;)I'm pretty happy with it overall and really loving that they're one-sided

because markers really make these stand out.I got this free in return for my opinions and review

after use. (I coloured three full and two partial pages before evaluation)

The pictures are quite complex. There two copies of each picture-one with a black background, one

with a white background and gray outline. Each picture has a theme, which uses elements like

leaves or skulls or flowers to make up the spider. You may need gel pens to complete some of

these because the sections are too small to use colored pencils.

Tons of fun. Especially like the fact that each design is on two separate pages. Allows you to really

go wild with color schemes. Definitely would recommend for relaxing.
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